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ABSTRACT: Nowadays, data cleaning solutions are very essential for the large amount of data handling users in an industry and others. Normally, data cleaning deals with detecting and removing errors and inconsistencies from data in order to improve the quality of data. There are number of frameworks to handle the noisy data and inconsistencies in the market. While traditional data integration problems can deal with single data sources at instance level. But the data cleaning is especially required when integrating heterogeneous data sources and should be addressed together with schema-related data transformations. This paper proposed a framework to handle errors in heterogeneous data sources at schema level and this framework detecting and removing errors and inconsistencies in a simplified manner and improve the quality of the data in multiple data source of the company having different sources of different locations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data cleaning process deals with detecting and removing errors and inconsistencies from data in order to improve the quality of data. Data quality problems are present in single data collections, such as files and databases, e.g., due to misspellings during data entry, missing information or other invalid data [1]. For data cleaning in single data source can dealt with attribute selection or feature selection method to detecting and removing errors significantly. This method gives the quality data for the end users or business community for homogeneous data sources. When multiple data sources need to be integrated, e.g., in data warehouses, federated database systems or global web-based information systems data cleaning process is very crucial. Data warehouses require and provide extensive support for data cleaning. They load and continuously refresh huge amounts of data from a variety of sources so the probability that some of the sources contain “dirty data” is high. Furthermore, data warehouses are used for decision making, so that the correctness of their data is vital to avoid wrong conclusions. For instance, duplicated or missing information will produce incorrect or misleading statistics (“garbage in, garbage out”). Due to the wide range of possible data inconsistencies and the sheer data volume, data cleaning is considered to be one of the biggest problems in data warehousing.

II. RELATED WORK

During data cleaning, multiple records representing the same real life object are identified, assigned only one unique database identification, and only one copy of exact duplicate records is retained. A token-based algorithm for cleaning a data warehouse is the notion of “token records” was introduced for record comparison and the smart tokens are more likely applicable to domain-independent data cleaning, and could be used as warehouse identifiers to enhance the process of incremental cleaning and refreshing of integrated data. [4] Data cleaning is a process of identifying or determining expected problem when integrating data from different sources or from a single source. There are so many problems can be occurred in the data warehouse while loading or integrating data. The main problem in data warehouse is noisy data. The attribute selection algorithm is used for the attribute selection before the token formation. An attribute selection algorithm and token formation algorithm is used for data cleaning to reduce a complexity of data cleaning process and to clean data flexibly and effortlessly without any confusion. [5] Every attribute value forms
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either a special token like birth date or an ordinary token, which can be alphabetic, numeric, or alphanumeric. These tokens are sorted and used for record match. The tokens also form very good warehouse identifiers for future faster incremental warehouse cleaning. The idea of smart tokens is to define from two most important fields by applying simple rules for defining numeric, alphabetic, and alphanumeric tokens. Database records now consist of smart token records, composed from field tokens of the records. These smart token records are sorted using two separate most important field tokens. The result of this process is two sorted token tables, which are used to compare neighbouring records for a match. Duplicates are easily detected from these tables, and warehouse identifiers are generated for each set of duplicates using the concatenation of its first record’s tokens. These warehouse identifiers are later used for quick incremental record identification and refreshing. [6]

III. MULTIPLE DATA SOURCE PROBLEMS

Each source may contain dirty data and the data in the sources may be represented differently, overlap or contradict. This is because the sources are typically developed, deployed and maintained independently to serve specific needs. This results in a large degree of heterogeneity with respect to data management systems, data models, schema designs and the actual data. The main problems with respect to schema design are naming and structural conflicts. Naming conflicts arise when the same name is used for different objects (homonyms) or different names are used for the same object (synonyms). Structural conflicts occur in many variations and refer to different representations of the same object in different sources, e.g., attribute vs. table representation, different component structure, different data types, different integrity constraints, etc.

A main problem for cleaning data from multiple sources is to identify overlapping data, in particular matching records referring to the same real-world entity (e.g., customer). This problem is also referred to as the object identity problem [3], duplicate elimination or the merge/purge problem [2]. Frequently, the information is only partially redundant and the sources may complement each other by providing additional information about an entity. Thus duplicate information should be purged out and complementing information should be consolidated and merged in order to achieve a consistent view of real world entities.

A. DATA CLEANING IN MULTIPLE DATA SOURCE WITH SOCIAL ASPECT

The data quality problem is raised in government sector databases such as census data, voter id information, driving license data bases and personal id information. These databases have the errors like missing information, invalid data, data entry mistakes, duplicated records and spelling errors. When the government would decides to implement or distribute any welfare scheme benefits to the peoples, the duplicate records or noisy data leads wrong decision or the welfare scheme would not be reached every one. This framework is used to detect and remove noisy data in single and multi source databases and it is used to clean the data and get the quality data for good decision making in government sectors and other business organizations.
### Table 1: An Example of Multiple Data Source Problems

#### B. AN EXAMPLE OF MULTIPLE DATA SOURCE PROBLEM

The above Table 1: shows that the multiple data source problems occurred in different situations. Most frequently, error is made while data entry, but this will occur only human unconscious, it will rectify easily by this framework. The name conflict of the customer name will leads the data quality errors at the time of decision making in business organization. So, this type of error can detect and remove by this framework efficiently. The same name with different value, date format and short terms would be replaced by common format and abbreviation appropriately. The address conflicts could be split as Street, Area, City and Zip code format. The last row of the table shows that the column or attribute header problem with space and underscore. This could be better to avoid and give meaningful attribute header to the table. This table shows that some of the data source problems, when two tables or data sources would be integrated.
IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Figure 1: A Framework for Data cleaning in Multiple Data Sources
The Figure 1: shows that the framework implementation of the proposed research work. This step by step process of data cleaning methodology explains the user to detect the error and inconsistencies and then clean the noisy data efficiently.

1. Selection of tables from multiple data sources
2. Selecting each attribute in the table and formatting the attributes.
3. Match each table column to the final table column.
4. Joining all the tables.
5. Create Tokens and to find duplicates through tokens
6. Ranking: After finding duplicates, we rank the columns according to the uniqueness of the value
7. Removing duplicates according to the rank
8. Finally get the cleaned data then store in the database

1. SELECTION OF TABLES FROM MULTIPLE DATA SOURCES

In this step, data tables have been selected from various sources of single domain. Data coming from different origins and may have been created different times by different peoples and using different conventions. In this context, the question of deciding which data refers to the same real object becomes crucial. A company may have information about its clients stored in different tables, because each client buys different services that are managed by distinct departments. Selection of table from the multiple data source is the core research process.

2. SELECTING EACH ATTRIBUTE IN THE TABLE AND FORMATTING OF ATTRIBUTES

After selecting the table from the multiple data sources, each attribute of the table has been selected for data cleaning. In this step, attribute selection was done for the formation of attributes. For example, the Contact Name attribute may be split into two columns (firstname and lastname) and Gender attribute would be changed as m to male, f to female. Such kind of attribute formation is useful for the further research step.

3. MATCH EACH TABLE COLUMN TO THE FINAL TABLE COLUMN

When multiple tables are selected each table have different attributes in different name. A company may have information about its clients stored in different tables, because each client buys different services that are managed by distinct departments. Once it is decided to build a unified repository of all the company clients, the same customer may be referred to in different tables, by slightly different but correct names. This kind of mismatching is called the Object Identity problem. This problem would be solved by the common table and each table attribute should be matching to the common table attribute and it would be maintain a unified repository of all the tables which has been already selected.

4. JOINING ALL THE TABLES

After the formation of each table attributes to common table attributes, all the tables would be combined and then the common table format should be saved as final database. After creating unified repository of all the tables, the tokens will be created.

5. CREATE TOKENS AND TO FIND DUPLICATES THROUGH TOKENS

Creating and forming tokens is that the very important for data cleaning process. While forming tokens, the key value attributes acted as crucial role. This step makes use of the selected attribute field values to form a token. The tokens can be created for a single attribute field value or for combined attributes. For example, contact name attribute is selected to create a token for further cleaning process. The contact name attribute is split as first name, middle name and last name. The first name and last name is combined as contact name to form a token. Tokens are formed using numeric values, alphanumeric values and alphabetic values. The field values are split. Unimportant elements are removed [title tokens like Mr., Dr. and so on [6]. This step is eliminates the need to use the entire string records with multiple passes, for duplicate identification.
6. RANKING: RANK THE COLUMNS ACCORDING TO THE UNIQUENESS OF THE VALUE

Select and ranks two or three fields that could be combined to most uniquely identify records. The condition for “field selection and ranking” is that the user is very familiar with the problem domain, and can select and rank fields according to their unique identifying power. We assume that the user in our banking domain Birth,” “Name,” and “Address “and ranked them in the order given [6]. After detecting the duplicates we rank the columns according to the uniqueness of the value. For example, Phone no, DOB, etc.,

7. REMOVING DUPLICATES ACCORDING TO THE RANK

Data Mining primarily works with large databases. Sorting the large datasets and data duplicate elimination process with this large database faces the scalability problems. This framework solves this problem by ranking the attributes according the dependency of the attribute.

8. GET THE CLEANED DATA THEN STORE IN THE DATABASE

The above step by step process of this framework gives the cleaned data of quality for further use. This quality data will store in to the data base and used for good decision making.

V. CONCLUSION

This framework is simplified the data cleaning process compare than other approaches previously used. These sequential steps are easy to handling data cleaning and information retrieval. This new framework consists of eight steps: Selection of tables, Selection of attribute, matching the column, joining all the tables, Forming tokens, Detecting duplicates, Ranking and removing the duplicates by ranking algorithm, and Merged to the database. This framework will be useful to develop a powerful data cleaning tool by using the existing data cleaning techniques in a sequential order.
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